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1 Judd and Wyszecki 1975, p. 74.  These data are from school surveys in the late 1920s, reconfirmed in the
1960s.
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11.5 Color

This section introduces the Mathematica techniques for specifying color output, including
shades of gray.  Perhaps more importantly, it warns about and explains some of the
difficulties inherent in color production.   First, it cautions about the misuse of color. 

Warning!

Not all members of the target audience of your color presentations perceive colors the
same way.  About eight percent of males and 0.5 percent of females have abnormal color
vision.1  The author, for example, sees color in everyday affairs much the same as those
with normal vision, but doesn�t notice dark red roses on a leafy plant unless someone
points them out.  In a bouquet, however, against an uncluttered background, they�re
spectacular!  Elaborate graphs that use color to distinguish data often have little impact
on him, or produce unintended effects.  Color added for emphasis sometimes even causes
a line to just disappear!
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2 The author�s previous book (James T. Smith 2000) contains many gray-scale figures.  But the development
software he used didn�t support gray-scale specification.  He had to experiment to find colors and dither
patterns that his PostScript printer would render effectively in gray.  On the development machine, em-
phasis in the figures was often wildly wrong.

3 Caution!  For some software, such as Adobe PhotoShop, the gray-scale value is the ratio of black to white
area.
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Steps in producing color

The color output process is inherently complicated, with many steps.  First, you specify
a particular color with a Mathematica color directive.  That�s converted automatically
to a specification according to PostScript conventions, which is translated next to the
system used by the display controller in your computer.  There�s an obvious problem
here�you or another user can manually adjust your display device, independent of
software controls.  Moreover, as you�ve probably noticed, ambient light and viewing angle
affect your display�s appearance.  And your perception of colored objects may vary with
their context, as with the author�s roses.

Producing with your own software development system output that appears ideal
to you is often not enough.  First, some members of your target audience see colors
differently from you.  Second, your development display is usually not the target device
for your presentation.  Your target might be an LCD display, while your system has a
CRT.  Or it may be a black-and-white or color printer.  You may not even know what your
target will be.  Moreover, devices of the same general type can differ in detail.  CRTs can
have phosphors of slightly  different colors, and the same display controller can support
different resolutions and different color sets.  You may have to settle for an undesirable
effect on your development display in order to get the right one on your target system.2

Shades of gray

Gray-scale shading uses black pixels on a white background.  The gray-scale value
is the ratio of white to black area in the shaded region.3  A black-and-white figure simply
employs the crudest gray-scale distinction:  0  (black) and  1  (white).  All this book�s
figures are gray-scale;  most are black-and-white.

Some devices, such as good display controllers and laser printers, accept commands
from your computer to shade a region according to a gray-scale value.  With less sophisti-
cated equipment, however, your software must specify which pixels to blacken and which
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not.  That�s usually done with a deterministic algorithm that produces a dither pattern.
The effect is often unsuitable, because computing pixel coordinates involves round-off
errors, and patterns in round-off errors are often remarkably visible.  They tend to
produce variations in shading along lines, and our eyes have a wonderful ability to detect
lines against almost any background.  Moreover, the round-off patterns depend on
relatively minor aspects of the hardware and software, hence vary unpredictably from
device to device.

A Mathematica graphics directive
GrayLevel[r]  causes  Show  to render with
gray-scale ratio  r  all graphics primitives
after it in the same list.  Ratios  0  and  1
produce black and white.  This code pro-
duced figure 1:

L = Table[{GrayLevel[n/4], 
  Disk[{0, 0}, 1-n/5]},
    {n,0,4}];
Show[Graphics[L], 
  AspectRatio6Automatic]

For other examples, review figures 11.3.6
and 11.3.7.

Figure 11.5.1
Gray-scale output

For a more complete sampling of gray-scale shades, use the Mathematica help
browser to view the color chart in the graphics gallery of the Mathematica book.  As you
can see, gray-scale values from  0  to  1)4  are nearly undistinguishable.  Use the chart to
help you pick appropriate values.  But don�t trust that you�ll get the same effect on your
target system.  You may have to resort to trial and error.

Color specification systems

There�s more than one way to describe and produce colors.  Built-in Mathematica
graphics directives  RGBColor,  CMYKColor,  and  Hue  support the three most common
systems.  The standard add-on package  Graphics`Colors`  supports others.  The RGB
system is standard, because it�s closely related to CRT and LCD display technology.
Mathematica translates all color directives to RGB form as required for its PostScript
output format.  For technical reasons, it�s convenient to discuss the CMYK system just
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4 The package lists about two hundred colors.  It gives no source for the names.
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after RGB.  A third system is discussed last.  Supported by the  Hue  directive, it�s com-
monly called HSB, for hue, saturation, brightness.  It was developed because, as you�ll
see, color specification with the RGB or CMYK system is nonintuitive and awkward.

 
Red, green, blue (RGB)

Look at a color CRT or LCD screen with a magnifying glass.  You see red, green, and blue
dots.  You can produce most of the colors your eye can perceive by mixing red, green, and
blue light sources with the correct intensities.   Mixing all three equally gives a shade of
gray;  with the greatest intensity, this will be white.  (A white light source like the sun
emits all visible wavelengths, but the aggregates of red, green, and blue are roughly
equal.)

According to the classical color perception theory that explains these phenomena,
there are red receptors in the eye, sensitive to a band of wavelengths mostly in the red
part of the visible spectrum.  Similarly, there are green and blue receptors.  Our neurolog-
ical system mixes the signals from the receptors and our psychological system responds.

In an  RGBColor[r,g,b]  directive, arguments  r,  g,  and  b  represent fractions
of the maximum intensities of red, green, and blue light achievable by your target display.
They�re called RGB values.  The precise wavelengths of these three primary additive
colors depend on the materials it uses.  Small variations are tolerable, since the receptors
in the eye are sensitive to bands of wavelengths, not just a particular wavelength.
Nevertheless, the same  RGBColor  directive may produce colors that you perceive slightly
differently on different equipment.  Here are example RGB values (approximate) and
names of the corresponding colors, as given by the  Graphics`Colors`  package4:
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5 The author uses TrayColor, by Proxy Systems Ltd.
6 For example, Adobe Photoshop.
7 Cyan is a light blue-green.  Magenta is a light violet.
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R G B color name R G B color name

0 0 0 Black 1 1 1 White
1)3

1)3
1)3 DimGray 2)3

2)3
2)3 LightGray

1 0 0 Red 0 1 1 Cyan
0 1 0 Green 1 0 1 Magenta
0 0 1 Blue 1 1 0 Yellow

1 0.41 0.71 HotPink 0 0.79 0.34 EmeraldGreen

Black and white, the grays, red, green, and blue are self-explanatory, though  DimGray
seems virtually black.  Searching for adventure, the author tried hot pink and emerald
green.  They weren�t terribly exciting, but as remarked earlier, he responds differently
from most.  In any case, should you see or imagine these two colors, how can you deter-
mine appropriate RGB values?

If you see them on your display, there�s a solution.  Inexpensive software is
available that lets you indicate a position on your display with your mouse, then outputs
numbers corresponding to the RGB values used by your display controller at that point.5

But what if you encounter the colors in your everyday surroundings?  You�ll find it
difficult to guess accurate RGB values, and just as difficult to adjust values properly even
if they seem close to the requirement.  The color charts in the graphics gallery displayed
by the Mathematica help browser are nearly useless on the author�s development system.
You�ll find better charts in the printed version, and provided with graphics software.6

What about the colors cyan, magenta, and yellow in the preceding table?  They�re
the complements of red, green, and blue.7  RGB values for the complement of a color  C
are obtained by subtracting those for  C  from 1.  Cyan light, for example, is what�s left
when all red is subtracted from white light.  Thus cyan, magenta, and yellow are called
the primary subtractive colors.  Their initials contribute to the name of the CMYK color
specification system, described next.
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8 The  Graphics`Colors`  package includes definition  CMYColor[c_,m_,y_] := RGBColor[1-c,1-m,1-y] ,
which lets you specify colors by CMY values.
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Cyan, magenta, yellow, black (CMYK)

When you look at a spot of ink, you see the light it reflects�that is, the light it does not
absorb.  This sentence and the preceding paragraph provide a key to designing inks.
Suppose you want to see a spot of color with RGB values  r, g, b .  That suggests you want
it to absorb the fraction  1 � r  of red in a white light source,  1 � g  of the green, and
1 � b  of the blue.  Cyan at full intensity results from subtracting all the red.  Thus you
should mix inks of the primary subtractive colors cyan, magenta, and yellow, in propor-
tions  c = 1 � r,  m = 1 � g,  and  y = 1 � b .  The technique does work;  c, m, y  are called
the CMY values of the desired color.8

Instead of mixing ink, color printers using the CMY system deposit tiny spots of
cyan, magenta, and yellow ink extremely close to each other in the required proportions.
It�s evidently very difficult to make black�with CMY values  1, 1, 1  �this way, because
our eyes perceive a mottled effect.  Black is certainly the most commonly desired ink
color, and relatively cheap to make by other means.  Therefore, most color printers are
designed to dispense black ink as well as the primary subtractive colors.  They use the
CMYK color specification:  four numbers giving intensities of cyan, magenta, yellow, and
black (K).  Peek inside a color inkjet printer;  you�ll see reservoirs for those four colors
of ink.  With a magnifying class, look at a colored part of a newspaper or a magazine
under a white light source.  You see cyan, magenta, yellow, and black dots.

In the printing industry, colors are specified by CMYK values  c, m, y, k.
Mathematica provides a matching color directive   CMYKColor[c,m,y,k].  Through a
formula that is evidently proprietary, it translates this to an equivalent  RGBColor
directive.  How closely equivalent depends on the degree to which the target device
adheres to industry standards.

Hue, saturation, and brightness (HSB)

Unless you�ve been trained in the printing industry, you�ll probably find that specifying
CMYK values for a desired color is even less intuitive than using the RGB system.  The
HSB system has been developed to make color specification easier.  Like RGB, it uses
three values to identify a color:  hue, saturation, and brightness.
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9 Caution!  Other graphics software systems may define HSB values differently from Mathematica.  For
example, Adobe Photoshop measures  h  in degrees from  0°  to  360°.
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Hue is an angle measure  h  between  0  and  1.  The color and others near it are
found on a commonly available color wheel near angle  hA360°,  marked on a protractor
around the rim.9  As  h  varies from  0  to  1,  the colors proceed from shades of red,
through yellow, green, cyan, blue, magenta, and back to red again.  The saturation value
s  refers to the purity of the color;  think of adding white, as a painter would, to dilute
it.  Fully saturated colors have  s = 1  �no dilution.  On the other hand,  s = 0  indicates
full dilution�the color is a shade of gray.  On a color wheel, positions on the rim corre-
spond to fully saturated colors, with  s = 1;  as you go along the radius toward the center,
s  decreases to  0.

The third HSB value, brightness  b,  isn�t represented on the color wheel.  It ranges
from  0  (black) to  1,  and represents intensity of a light source.  An HSB color code triple
<h, s, b>  is related to the cylindrical coordinates  <r, θ , z>   of a point  P:

r = sb          θ = 2πh    z = b .

Fully saturated colors, with  s = 1,  correspond to points  P  on the cone  C  satisfying
z = r  and  0 # z # 1.  All HSB colors correspond to points on or inside  C .  Fully diluted
colors, with  s = 0  �that is, grays�correspond to points  P  on the axis of  C .  Their
brightness ranges from  0  to  1  �black to white�as  P  ranges from the vertex to the
center of the base.

A Mathematica graphics directive  Hue[h,s,b]  utilizes the HSB color specification
system.  It causes  Show  to render in the color with HSB values  h,s , b  all primitives
after it in the same list.  A shorter version of the directive uses default values:  Hue[h]
is the same as  Hue[h,1,1].  Thus, in Mathematica, colors are by default fully bright and
saturated.  That convention makes  Hue  particularly easy to use.

 Unfortunately, even the HSB color charts in the graphics gallery displayed by the
Mathematica help browser aren�t very useful on the author�s development system.  You�ll
find better charts in the printed version, and in color charts provided with graphics
software.

In the literature, terminology concerning the HSB system is often confusing and
inconsistent.   Because color description is economically important, many researchers
have studied it, and many systems are in use.  First, brightness is generally regarded as
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10 These coefficients were derived from experimentation.  Among other things, they insure that equally in-
tense primary colors are rendered differently in gray-scale.
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a property of a light source, not of reflected light.  An analogous concept for reflected light
is lightness.  Measuring it is evidently psychologically different.  There�s also a hue-
saturation-lightness system for describing reflected light.  Second, some description
systems use the chroma�the radius  r  of the cylindrical coordinates�instead of satura-
tion  s.  Third, some authors seemed to fear that the  B  in  HSB  would collide with the
B  for blue in  RGB,  so they used various alternatives, either  V  for value, or  L  for
several different terms beginning with that letter.  The latter obviously collides with
lightness, and value has been used in the same context for the intensity signal sent to
a black-and-white TV tube to represent a color specification (see the next paragraph).
To determine what system is referred to, you can�t rely on initials or terms;  you have
to �read the fine print.�  Under the next heading you�ll see how to verify details of the
HSB system Mathematica actually uses.

Color code conversion

The undocumented built-in  Mathematica  function  ToColor  translates any color
directive to  GrayLevel,  RGBColor,  or  CMYKColor  form.  As a first example, consider

in: {ToColor[RGBColor[1,0,0], GrayLevel],
 ToColor[RGBColor[0,1,0], GrayLevel],
 ToColor[RGBColor[0,0,1], GrayLevel]}

out: {GrayLevel[0.299], GrayLevel[0.587], GrayLevel[0.114]}

This output shows that Mathematica follows the NTSC standard, according to which the
intensity signal  0.299 r + 0.587 g +0.114b  derived from RGB values  r, g, b  is broadcast
with a color TV signal.  Black-and-white TVs receive and display only this signal.
Mathematica renders color output in gray the same way.10

As a second example, consider

in: ToColor[Hue[0.1,0.2,0.345],RGBColor]

out: RGBColor[0.345,0.3174,0.276]

The formula by which Mathematica translates from an HSB to an RGB color specification
is published as the code for function  HSBColor  in the standard add-on package
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11 Alvy Ray Smith 1978, p. 14.
12 For example, Foley and van Dam 1982.
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Graphics`Colors`.  According to the documentation, this is an early version of the  Hue
color directive, for which no code is provided.  The test in exercise 3 strongly suggests
that  HSBColor  always yields the same  RGB  specification as  Hue.  The published code
clearly uses Alvy Ray Smith�s �HSV to RGB algorithm (hexcone model)�,11 which defined
the HSB system.  Mathematica includes no function to translate RGB to HSB.  For that,
see exercise 4.

For more information on color specification systems, consult a computer graphics
book12 and the literature cited there.

Exercises

1. Enhance with color or gray-scale four figures from sections 11.3 and 11.4. 

2. Show by example how a badly chosen or overdone �enhancement� can make one
of the figures from section 11.4 less effective.

3. Use  ToColor  to show that for ten thousand triples of random arguments,  Hue
and  HSBColor  yield the same RGB color specification.

4. Implement in Mathematica the �RGB to HSV algorithm (hexcone model)� in Alvy
Ray Smith 1978.  Test it by converting ten thousand triples of random RGB values
to HSB, then back using  ToColor.  Explain why the last input  0.345  displayed
in this section was unchanged in the corresponding output.


